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Are you Ready?

And just like that we are back into peak volume. But 
this June, isn't like any June we've ever 
experienced before. I mean when was the last time 
anyone you know had to bounce back from a global 
pandemic? Well that's exactly what we'll be doing. 
And while navigating all the big summer fruit 
programs like watermelon, blueberries, 
strawberries and cherries, June will also be the start 
of many local programs across the continent. The 
big question on many people's minds is will we be 
talking about fruit and vegetables this summer or 
vaccines and travel restrictions? I for one hope

to be discussing the latest and greatest varieties, merchandising innovations and 
consumer trends. One can dream. 

Like our Newsletter? Share it, we don’t mind, really.

https://execulytics.ca/
https://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=https://execulytics.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Execulytics-Monthly-Newsletter-May.pdf
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Execulytics+Monthly+Newsletter+-+May+2021&url=https://execulytics.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Execulytics-Monthly-Newsletter-May.pdf


This Month’s Features

Produce Moneyball

18 lb. Large Red Cherries

48 count Sweet Corn

9 count Cantaloupes

That's what she (and 
he) said

The pandemic is just 
about to show up in the 
rearview mirror. Did 
anyone tell consumers?

Store Tours

Something is stirring at 
Sobeys. Merch heats 
up. Are we entering a 
discount summer?

Another month and another Execulytics Newsletter. 

It's starting to feel a little bit like Groundhog Day. If 

that's the case, we might as well go all the way. This 

month we are carrying over Produce DNA as our 

signature service. Last month, we surveyed 1,000 

vaccinated and 1,000 unvaccinated Canadians and 

learned all about their purchasing habits of different 

produce products including local, organic, packaged, 

value added and greenhouse grown. We even asked

their views on air travel, working from home and where they plan to eat their food this year. 

We learned so much about the Canadian consumer and we can't wait to share it. If you 

happen to be interested in a specific product we have the ability to narrow the field down 

to purchasers of just one product or many products. This research could be exactly what 

your business needs to understand your customer in a post-COVID economy, complete with 

the differences between people who have been vaccinated and those who have not. Click 

the picture to learn more.

https://execulytics.ca/produce-dna/post-covid-research/


Where has the time gone? It feels like not too long ago we were living through the dog 

days of summer and dreaming about the end of the pandemic. And here we are again 

talking about summer fruit and once again dreaming about the end of the pandemic. In 

the spirit of Moneyball, I'll take a page out of Yogi Berra's book and say 'this feels like 

déjà vu all over again'. Let's just hope we are not still here next year talking about the 

same things. For now, why don't we talk about summer produce and just assume blue 

skies are ahead.

This month, Produce Moneyball goes all in for summer and reviews some pretty iconic 

products, First we look at 10½ row and larger red cherries, then 48 count sweet corn 

and finish off with 9 count cantaloupes. As usual we have taken the individual weeks of 

next month and reviewed costs for the last ten years, crunched a few numbers and 

developed predictions for this year. But be warned, although Produce Moneyball uses a 

reliable algorithm to make predictions, the future is tricky business, unforeseen 

circumstances can be unpredictable, if they weren't they'd be called foreseen 

circumstances. Make sure you use these predictions in conjunction with other forms of 

intelligence at your disposal. 

Produce Moneyball

http://execulytics.ca/produce-almanac/


18 lb. 10½ row and larger Red Cherries
Whatever your personal opinions are on cherries, love 'em or hate 'em, you cannot deny 

that cherries are a significant sales driver. This is true any week they're available, but it is 

particularly true in the summer. And when talking about July long weekends in Canada or 

the US, cherries becomes the top one week sales item of the year. In other words, this is 

one item and one time period you don't want to mess up.

Luckily you've got Produce Moneyball on your side. You'll see that cherries are pretty 

topsy turvy during this time of year with a slight 2% inflationary trend. Most alarming is the 

spike last year into the high $60's. Likely not something that will be repeated. Produce 

Moneyball predicts FOB costs to play between historical highs and lows settling in the mid 

$40's then declining after the big week.



48 count Sweet Corn
I don't know about you, but when I think summer, I think corn. Sure, watermelon, 

strawberries, stone fruit and maybe even bell peppers enter the consciousness, but they 

come and go, the one that is unshakable is corn. There is just something about corn that 

goes so well with a summer BBQ. I guess that's because it can be cooked on a BBQ. But 

there's got to be more to it than that.

There's that nasty little COVID spike again. This time it sticks out like a sore thumb. It is 

almost single handedly responsible for average annual inflation of 7.8%. Outside of last 

year, corn is pretty stable. Just like the cherries, a repeat is unlikely but it's enough to cause 

concern, and a higher prediction. Produce Moneyball predicts FOB costs in the high teens 

with costs increasing as the month progresses.



9 count Cantaloupe
In many ways cantaloupes are watermelon's younger sibling during the summer. It satisfies 

the same craving for a sweet juicy piece of fruit. It provides a lot of of fruit for the dollar 

too. Plus, the way a uniformly netted cantaloupe looks on display makes it hard to resist. 

I'm not the only one either who likes a nice cantaloupe in the summer. Now's a good time 

to review it.

What did we mention earlier about Groundhog Day? The same COVID spike for the first 

week of July showed up in Cantaloupes too. Although, a little more characteristic we see 

pretty regular ups and downs and then a couple of spikes driving inflation of only 1.4% 

annually. Produce Moneyball predicts costs just above $10 FOB then casually dropping to 

just below $10 to finish the month.



If Produce Moneyball is your thing, 
you'll love the 2021 Produce Almanac. 
Jammed with historic and predicted 
costs, organic premiums, retail prices 
plus other stats related to the produce 
markets. Click the button below to 
read feedback from past readers, learn 
about more features and see a sample 
of the 2021 edition.

Produce Almanac

https://execulytics.ca/produce-almanac/
https://execulytics.ca/produce-almanac/


You may have heard through the 

grapevine about sweeping 

consumer research we 

completed last month at 

Execulytics. If you haven't, 

here's what we were up to. We 

asked 2,000 Canadians all about 

their thoughts on a series of hot 

button produce issues. We also 

asked them about some non-

produce related pandemic 

issues. But here's the kicker, we 

separated the panel into two 

groups. Those who have 

received at least one shot of the 

COVID-19 vaccine and those who 

have not. Do you think the two

That’s what she (and he) said

groups will yield different answers? Stay close to That's what she (and he) said for 

the next few newsletters because we plan to reveal some of the highlights of that 

research right here. And it all starts this month with an overview of consumer habits 

that may impact what people eat and where they purchase their food.  



To fly or not to fly?
That is the question

You might ask, why is this question so important to me? Simple really, 

people who fly away from home, eat away from home. And if they are 

not eating at home, they are most likely eating at a food service 

establishment. This could be at an airport, on a plane or in a restaurant. 

But not at home. One big story of 2020 was the move to the grocery 

store for food needs and the collapse of food service. Whether or not 

people are comfortable flying in 2021 is a good indication of where food 

purchases will go.

As can be seen by the thermometer to the right, collectively the 2,000 

respondents scored their comfort with flying at a 4.26 out of 10. 

Although this may sound like bad news for food service, this is coming 

off a year where very few people were flying, whether they felt 

comfortable of not. On the bright side for food service, the balance of 

2021 should be better than 2020.

Now, if you happen to be the one flying and you're 

waiting for the plane to board you might want to know 

who you're going to be sitting beside at the terminal 

Starbucks. The thermometer on the far left with the 

score of 5.55 out of 10 was offered by 18-34 year old 

males who have received at least one dose of the COVID-

19 vaccine, they are the most comfortable. The other 

side of the coin are females aged 50-64 who are not 

vaccinated. They feel the least comfortable, offering up a 

score of 2.85 out of 10.

In case you are wondering, the 18-34 year old males who 

are not vaccinated drops to a score of 5.18, while

Not all comfort levels are created equal

vaccinated females aged 50-64 jumps to 3.27. Either way, those who have received the vaccine 

are more comfortable flying than those who have not. How comfortable are you?



Why don't you just ask them?

That's another good question. Instead of deducing whether or not people will eat at home 

or in restaurants based on their travel plans, why not just ask them where they'll be eating? 

We did that too. In fact we asked them if after the pandemic they plan to eat at home more 

or less and do they plan to eat at restaurants more or less. 

While the largest chunk of respondents said that their meal plans, whether at home or in 

restaurants will go back to the way they were prior to the pandemic, you can also see an 

affinity towards home cooked meals. 40% told us they plan more post-pandemic meals at 

home than before the pandemic, while only 10% said they're planning fewer. On the flipside, 

nearly one-quarter of the population are anxious to get back into the restaurants while over 

one-third are less enthusiastic about dining out after the pandemic.  

In a nutshell we see a return to restaurants by a big chunk of the population, but we also 

see a lasting impact of the pandemic with a larger portion projecting more stay at home 

meals. 

Now, here's where things get interesting. If we look at the differential between people 

expecting more home cooked meals and those expecting less and the same differential 

between restaurant usage expectations and consider those metrics as key factors 

determining where people will eat post-pandemic, a difference emerges between the 

vaccinated and unvaccinated.



It looks like vaccinated people are less uncomfortable eating away from the 

home than unvaccinated people. In fact approximately 14% less uncomfortable. 

So while the impact of the pandemic is real on the food service industry, this 

data suggests that over time, the impact could wane.

The bottom line: Grocery retailers saw a significant uptick in sales during the 

pandemic as people stayed away from food service, either by choice or by 

decree. One might think that following the pandemic things would reverse back 

to status quo. While that is true for many people, the effects of the pandemic 

may be longer lasting for others. If comfort to get on an airplane and projections 

on where consumers will source their meals are any indication, we can expect 

the post pandemic split between grocery and food service to move towards 

status quo but not get all the way there over the short and medium terms.



http://execulytics.ca/canadian-benchmark/


It's summertime in the middle of a pandemic. Are markets up? Are 

markets down? Are their line ups for local produce? What's 

happening with plastic packaging? None of that matters if the 

store isn't right. Once again we'll detail our store tour 

observations in this section. 

Store Tours



Walking through an Ontario Sobeys store and it becomes immediately obvious that 

something is happening. It's hard not to notice the mural over top the multi-tiered wet case. 

'FRESHER, better, tastier. Always. FEED THE DREAM' is a powerful message setting a pretty 

high bar for customer expectations. Other positive messages can be found throughout the 

department as well. Like the sign drawing one's gaze to an off shelf display of veggies that 

lend themselves well to the BBQ. The sign says 'Get fired up! Grill-ready veggies hit the spot.' 

And now is a great time to push the local message, Their message over top an Ontario apple 

display reminds customers about 'LOCAL From this land to your family'. 

Ontario

Eye appeal is buy appeal OR eye candy can still loosen the wallet



It's more than just signage providing suggestions on where a Sobeys customer can spend 

their food dollar. Using the time tested tactic of cross-merchandising, this Sobeys store has 

been able to break through department territorial roadblocks to suggestively sell 

complimentary products, even if the sale isn't going to produce. 

We have seen this unit in 

other Sobeys stores 

across the country. It 

will be an interesting 

product offering to keep 

an eye on. If consumers 

want to know where 

their produce is coming 

from it doesn't get more 

transparent than this. 

Time will tell if this is the 

start of the next big 

thing or just a passing 

fad. Stay tuned!

And then there is this:



Summertime means fruit. This Metro store in Ontario seems to understand that. Everywhere 

you look in the store there are big displays of fruit often associated with warmer weather. A 

long lineup of watermelon bins, a full endcap of cherries and lots of mangoes mixed into the 

front run of tables showcasing seasonal produce.

While fruit is important, it's not the only thing going on in the produce department during the 

summer. And again, this Metro store understands that. While Ontario remains in the middle 

of the local asparagus season, this store has built up a big display in a power aisle run of 

tables. And not too far away in a stand alone unit, inviting a second look, is a display of foil 

wrapped baking potatoes tempting shoppers to fire up their BBQ.

The signs of summer are all around



As the shock of the pandemic wore off, consumers made their way back into discount 

stores after an initial flight to conventional retailers. Collectively though, they still have 

some making up to do. This could very well be the summer of discount. This Ontario No 

Frills store is taking that challenge seriously. Brimming ataulfo and regular mango 

displays, jumbo 20 lb. seeded watermelon bins and the one onion variety just about 

everyone knows by name and waits all year for; Vidalia onions are headlining an off-shelf 

display. 

Discount gets involved too



If there are elements of this newsletter that you think could become a custom service 

for your organization, drop me a line, I am available to discuss your business needs. 

Feel free to forward this email to your colleagues and encourage them to subscribe by 

sending their name and email address to info@execulytics.ca or by signing up at our 

website execulytics.ca

Sincerely,

Managing Partner

Mike Mauti

Execulytics Consulting
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

info@execulytics.ca

Heard around the watercooler
Some of the articles we read last month that we couldn't wait to share with you

Supermarkets in 
fight for their life 
Non-traditional 
competition squeezes 
traditional grocery.

In store still top-dog 

Despite the surge to online 
during the pandemic 
people still like grocery 
shopping.

Delivery in Ten Minutes? 
German company touts ten-
minute grocery deliveries in 
NYC. Too good to be true?

Winter berries in Quebec

Startup Ferme D'hiver
secures funding to eventually 
replace 10% of strawberry 
imports.
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